SYLLABUS
CLASS NAME: LOW INTERMEDIATE (LI) ELL class
TEACHER: Federico E. Cura, ELL/ESOL/English Teacher
LOCATION: Room 20, Adult Learning Center (ALC), Alexandria City Public Schools (ACPS)
SCHEDULE: Monday through Thursday 11:00am-1:00pm (Class ends June 19, 2014.)
EMERGENCY/WEATHER: 703-866-5300, www.acps.k12.va.us/emergency
--------------------------REQUIRED BOOKS: FUTURE 3 textbook and workbook (purple cover)
The FUTURE 3 textbook units (chapters) include sections for “vocabulary,” “listening and speaking,” “grammar,”
“life skills,” “reading,” and “writing.” The FUTURE book series is used in all ELL classes at the ALC.
RECOMMENDED MATERIALS: a notebook (with pages that can be ripped out), a pencil and pencil
sharpener, a highlighter (preferably yellow), a stack of manila folders (at least 10), index cards
(3x5, or larger), a ziplock bag (preferably 1-quarter size), and a pair of earphones (or headphones)
for computer.
HOMEWORK: As we make progress with the textbook in class, students are responsible for making
progress with the workbook at home and at the beginning of every class.
CLASS GOALS: To learn English well, you need to improve in all these areas:
UNDERSTANDING (listening comprehension),
SPEAKING,
READING,
WRITING,. . .

. . .and improve your
GRAMMAR and
VOCABULARY as well.

Remember all these pieces for learning English go
together! When you improve one thing like your
reading, you improve other things like your
understanding, speaking, writing, grammar, and
vocabulary. When you improve your listening
understanding, you improve other things as well
including your reading.
While we will spend much time practicing your
understanding, speaking and reading of English, we may
focus less on writing. Writing is emphasized more in ALC’s more advanced English classes.
The FUTURE 3 textbook will be the main book for this class. But we will also use other books, Mr. Cura’s printed materials, and web
resources. Most likely, we will not finish the FUTURE 3 textbook in one class. Other books we may use in this class are English
Grammar (Azar), Syllable Cards, Academic Vocabulary Toolkit 1, Main Ideas and Summaries (Scholastic), and other books to practice
finding a main idea, which is an effective reading strategy. You may see the book covers in the next pages. Also, we will use a
newspaper, NEWS FOR YOU, to improve your English while learning about the world around you. We may use this newspaper to
practice higher-level thinking skills and critical-thinking skills. From time to time, we will also learn from popular songs and music.
Moreover, we may use computers in class a few times to learn English using Mr. Cura’s website, mrcura.wordpress.com, and from
www.USAlearns.org/class. You may use the VA Wizard website to learn about career options in Virginia. In class, you may also learn a
few things about the geography of the United States, as well as the culture and values of the country, which are important.

STUDENT EXPECTATIONS:
At the start of class, every student will work on his/her FUTURE 3 workbook. Sometimes, I will give you another activity
to do instead. Vocabulary is very important in this class. For vocabulary, students will bring “The Magic Bag” to every
class. The Magic Bag has index cards with words students need to learn and remember. On one side, each card has a
word. On the other side, the card has the meaning of the word in English or in another language. It may also have
sentences using the word or other words that are related or that can be confusing. At the end of class, students will
take a reading test (with some writing) about what we covered in class. The test scores may be used for placement.
ATTENDANCE: Students are responsible for putting a check mark next to their names in the attendance sheet
(on a colored paper) to let me know they were present. Students must arrive on time to class to get full credit. If a
student is 30 minutes late, he or she will receive a “tardy,” which will reduce the attendance credit for the day.
Moreover, a student arriving 1 hour late will be reported as absent.
ORGANIZATION: Effective students are well organized. Students in my classes keep different kinds of materials (like handouts or
worksheets) in different and labeled manila folders. Students will bring these folders to every class. You can bring your own
manila folders or contribute to Mr. Cura’s fund to get folders from him.
Many students take this class and then pass to the next one, but some students stay. If they don’t have 60 class hours by the end of
the class, they may not be able to take the placement tests that would allow them to move up. I realize that coming to class may
sometimes be difficult for some students because of jobs, family, illness, parking issues, etc. Some students make slower progress
while others learn faster. Think about how different from English your native
language is. Some languages have a totally different alphabet or sentence structure.
Some students may learn languages more slowly, but can be great at math, or with
numbers, or at making friends, or at cooking. We are all different and we learn
differently.

 REFLECTION: At the end of every class, students will complete an exit ticket
to reflect on what they learned in class (see picture on the left).

PERSONAL GOALS:
Before learning something new, I like to find out what you already know about the
topic or similar topics. Also, before we get deeply into a topic, I would like for you to
know why this topic is important in general or relevant to your life. I want my instruction to reflect different learning styles. For
example, we will do “centers” every week to learn how to construct grammatically correct sentences and questions in English using
colored sentence strips and how to create words using syllables on index cards. We may also work in groups to analyze a quote
from a famous person, which may help you develop critical thinking skills. I like class discussions about U.S. culture and values.

TEACHER CONTACT: Federico E. Cura, 202-841-2749 cell (I prefer text messages), federico.cura@acps.k12.va.us
We may use laptop computers in class to help you learn how to use online resources to improve your English outside class. You may
find useful resources in http://USAlearns.org/class (requires registration) and http://mrcura.wordpress.com.

Here’re some of the books and printed resources that we may use in class:

I would like to know the parts of your FUTURE 3 textbook that you are most interested in. Please look at these unit
summaries below and highlight the three units that interest you the most. Tell me these three as soon as possible.

Students may borrow publications such as magazines and
newspapers from the back table (see picture).

As I normally say: GO AHEAD! Take home these
publications and see how much you understand.

Here’re a few personal beliefs that I have posted in my classroom and that may influence my teaching:

